
According to the board of Saraswati Ashram

I have attached the sheet of real expenses statement of Saraswati Ashram, which is the actual 
requirement of house for running it in proper way according to their board.

They said that the total yearly required budget is estimated Rs. 977016, in which they can 
cover 40 % of it and rest 60 % they request to fulfill by Stichting.

They expressed that without the required budget, home’s situation become critical and it  will  
apparently effect   the children.

Ashram has  pointed  out  some major  concerns  and  those  can  certainly affected  with  the 
depletion of budget.

Salary:

Because of financial crisis, the salary of staffs has not been increase from past several years. 
The current scale of salary is very minimum and is less than 50 % in compare with current 
government scale.

Nutritious foods:

With the crisis in operating cost, the nutritious foods like; egg, milk, meat & fish, seasonal 
fruits etc. are very difficult to provide. Children are only able to get normal food (Rice, Dal 
and vegetable curry)

Tuition classes:

With the reduction of budget, home cannot employ tuition tutor in home themselves. Without 
the tutors children cannot get good guide for their education and it can certainly affects in 
their studies. Home tutor not only guide children in their academic study but also provide 
them a lesson of discipline and good behavior as well as other activities.

Home mothers:

A home mother plays a vital role in the operation of children’s home. Home mother plays a 
same role of mother in once home for her children. Home mother executes the jobs like; 
preparing small children for school, sending all children to school, checking the home work 
of children (less than 12 years), inspecting children, watch children if they are eating properly 
or not, informing of their illness, taking them for medical treatment, keeping children neat 
and clean and providing lesson for self-cleaning and other minor discipline and behaviors, 
calming children during conflict etc. 
Home mother without Ashram is exactly like home without mother.
Thus with the reduction of budget, home cannot employ home mother from their side.



Home guard:

In absence of home guard, there is a risk of unauthorized people entering home without any 
information. It can create unsafe environment in home. Home guard help keep home area 
clean and he is the only one who care for the flower garden around home. He also helps in 
office work sometimes. 
Thus after the reduction of budget, home cannot manage home guard from their side.

Hence, the reduction of budget may bring several awful situations in Ashram, and that will  
honestly effect the life of children living there with lots of hopes.


